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many people laugh and say its queer
no one knows when peace will ever reign

million mothers kneel to pray They've felt the sting of
pin a sign upon their door "Let's arbitrate to

war. They're praying for the ones they hold so dear But
day;" The mission that you're on is not in vain And

when Columbus sailed they laughed and thought he was unsound They
though you may not silence guns the spirit that you lead Will

Mr Ford etc. 4
never thought he'd prove to them this good old world was round.
be the stepping stone to bring this slaughter to an end.

CHORUS

Mister Ford you've got the right idea.
You're a champion of humanity.
There's millions of

mothers who's hearts you'd fill with joy.
If Crown heads said "stop the war we'll
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save your darling boy" And the millions who scorn will soon turn to

morn, They'll soon learn that your sincere. And they'll

all cheer for the nation, That had taught them arbitration Mister

Ford you've got the right idea. Mister idea.
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